Title word cross-reference

* [62, 42], k [637], LTL(F) [501], μ [406, 407], ω [471], φ [231], π [149], || [636].


= [7].


abstraction-based [326, 325]. Abstraction-guided [489].

abstraction-refinement [407]. abstraction/refinement [359].

abstractions [406, 217, 618, 321]. ABZ [642]. acceleration [310, 436, 500].

accelerators [199]. access [273, 317].
better [287]. between [478]. biased [430].
bidirectional [353]. Binary [55, 56].
Blast [276], blind [274]. blocks [628, 481].
blueprint [592]. BMC [179, 505, 178, 379].
BMC-based [179]. BMC'03 [177].
Boolean [123, 204, 61, 120]. boosting [404].
bus [18]. business [602, 356, 284, 472].
bytecode [530].
case-centric [623]. CBTC [539]. CC [68].
change [225]. changes [356, 560]. channel [73]. charts [197, 125]. checkable [84].
checker [602, 276, 46, 600, 8, 633].
checking [149, 636, 218, 328, 523, 576].
checks [591]. chemical [160, 347].
CHEOPS [160]. Chinese [523]. chip [335].
co-simulation [486, 68]. coarse [618, 128].
coarse-grained [618, 128]. COBOL [352].
Code [634, 517, 645, 356, 332, 454, 467, 504, 148, 333, 352, 27].
CoDec [304]. collision [519, 604]. color [274]. color-blind [274].
Colored [264, 608, 284, 250, 282, 25, 22].
Coloured [260, 278, 26, 23, 259, 21, 75, 24].
combinational [61]. combined [537].
Combining [385, 648, 528, 372, 426].
commercial [235, 539]. Common [428].
communicating [208, 392].
communication [15, 620, 137, 454, 346].
compact [138]. comparative [402].
Comparison [97, 466, 185, 315].
competition [585, 651]. compilation [27].
compiled [148]. complement [136].
Complete [607]. completeness [318].
complex [330, 195]. compliance [416].
Component [474, 254, 650, 270, 498, 256, 466, 296, 257].
Component-based [474, 650, 257].
Components [255]. Composable [255].
composed [408]. Composition [254, 296].
Compositional [235, 462, 246, 125, 475, 635, 381].
compositionality [76]. compositions [399].
Computational [184, 180]. computer [336, 141, 142]. computer-aided [142].
computer-assisted [141]. computing [73].
concatenation [459]. concepts [6, 3].
conceptual [355]. concurrency [78, 420, 441]. concurrency-related [420]. concurrency-specific [441]. Concurrent
Evaluating [402, 596, 288].

ETI [394].

Estimating [631, 607, 613].

Equivalence [196, 626].

equation [37].

Environment-driven [644, 73, 462].

Environment-enhancing [539, 457, 104, 140, 302, 242, 304, 81, 295, 269].

enforcement [650].

Error [112, 134, 411].

evaluation [402, 596, 288].

Evaluating [402, 596, 288].

Equivalence [631, 607, 613].

Estimation [468, 465].

ETI [4, 5].

evaluate [370].

Environment-driven [644].

equivalences [196, 626].

equation [204].

equations [32].

Equational [631, 607, 613].

Error [219, 153].

errors 394.

Estimating [237, 356].

Estimation [468, 465].

ETI [4, 5].

evaluate [370].

Evaluating [402, 596, 288].

Evaluation [376, 383, 611, 60, 544].

event [238, 608, 360, 282, 528, 387, 336, 643, 641, 634, 640].

event-B [360, 387, 643, 641, 634, 640].

event-condition-action [528].

event-driven [608].

events [341, 558].

evergreens [363].

evolution [559, 457, 512, 298, 514, 350, 395].

evolving [561].

examination [525].

example [349, 131].

examples [122].

exceptions [630].

Exchange [263].

Executable [74, 25].

executing [455].

Execution [265, 323, 478, 114, 344, 431, 329, 150, 22].

execution-time [114].

experience [113, 144].

Experiences [240, 649, 467].

experiment [332, 18].

Experimental [372, 238].

experimentation [54].

experiments [639, 60, 384, 606].

exploration [219].

explicit [118, 137, 409].

explicit-state [118, 137].

Exploding [495, 287, 169, 379].

exploration [478, 271, 202, 430, 465, 267, 240].

Exploring [154, 322].

Expressing [84].

Expression [120].

expressions [286].

Expressive [520, 375].

expression [243].

extended [524, 42].

extensible [222].

extension [631].

extensions [152].

Extrapolating [433, 348].

Facilitating [457].

facts [343].

fair [558].

Falsification [483].

family [425].

FASE [253].

fast [375, 310].

Fate [153].

fault [313, 191].

fault-tolerance [313].

FDR3 [400].

feasible [122].

feature [247].

Feyerabend [13].

field [319].

Fighting [118].

filters [509].

Finding [420, 122].

Finite [231, 38, 606, 169, 133].

finite-state [38, 169].

FireWire [18].

firm [477].

first [289, 651, 599, 490].

FISH [37].

Flexibility [334].

flexible [359].

floating [136, 104].

floating-point [104].

Florida [29].

flow [630, 467].

fluidic [295].

Flush [349].

fly [117, 266, 178, 204, 601, 44].

force [527].


formalism [636].

Formalization [45].

Formalizing [338].

Formally [411, 143].

formula [85].

formulas [448, 570].

formulation [179].


frameworks [296].

free [153, 204].

FreeRTOS [521].

FSAP [244].

FSAP/NuSMV [244].

FSAP/NuSMV-SA [244].

FTSyn [313].

Fujaba
[161, 377]. Fully [650]. fUML [487].
Functional [414, 491, 185, 550, 402, 196, 262, 647, 318, 198]. functions
[414, 597, 613]. fundamental [269].

general [322, 391, 45]. generalized [424]. generated [500]. Generating
[77, 580, 115, 502, 610]. generation
generator [17]. generic [550, 204, 516].
genetic [154]. GenUTest [340]. GIOP [45].
GNAITprove [586]. GNU [118]. good [81].
GPUs [601]. GraBaTs [377]. grade [386].
grained [618, 128]. grammars [524].
Graph [369, 561, 258, 59, 375, 376, 370].
graph-based [376]. graphics [391].
GraphHillion [594]. graphs [630, 594, 528].
Guard-based [617]. Guest
[152, 395, 241, 331]. guide [21]. Guided
[618, 286, 489].

Haifa [339]. Handel [190]. Handel-C [190].
Handling [637]. hard [341]. hard-to-reach [341]. hardware
[197, 179, 95, 67, 101, 36, 250]. Haskell
[185]. HASL [575]. HCI [238]. heads [318].
Healing [316]. Heerhugowaard [88]. held
[29]. Herschel [556]. heterogeneous
[429, 486, 107, 121]. Heuristics
[166, 60, 431]. Hierarchical [103]. High
[49, 200, 73, 358]. High-automation [49].
high-availability [200]. high-level
[73, 358]. Higher [101, 550]. Higher-level
[101]. higher-order [550]. Highlights [177].
Hip [521]. Hip/Sleek [521]. HiPE [113].
History [511]. hit [341]. hoc [582]. HOL
[415]. Hoorn [88]. Hoorn-Kersenboogerd
[88]. horizon [231]. human [336].

human-computer [336]. hybrid
[406, 442, 618, 408, 574, 297, 513, 8, 417, 103, 155, 6, 483, 595, 423, 309, 409, 643].
HybridUML [213]. hypervisor [418].
hypothesis [568]. HYTECH [8, 297].
i-protocol [118]. identify [394]. IEEE
[135, 360, 18, 79]. IEEE-1394 [18].
ignorant [562]. ignoring [368]. impact
[225]. Implementation
[588, 307, 628, 330, 250, 311].
Implementation-level [588].
implementations [474]. Implementing
[76, 362], improve [91]. Improved
[388, 250, 475]. improvement [167].
Improving [290, 285]. IMS [307].
inconsistencies [453]. increase [468].
Incremental [565, 249].
incrementalization [95]. induction
[637, 50]. Inductive [228]. Indus [275].
industrial
[186, 51, 196, 535, 386, 611, 467, 640, 52].
industrialization [223]. industry
[536, 596]. inequalities [425]. inference
information [28, 258, 215]. infrastructure
[80]. Infusion [141]. inhouse [130].
initialization [164]. inline [562].
Innovation [514]. instead [324]. integer
[613]. integrate [626]. integrated
[487, 514]. Integrating [4, 28]. Integration
[187, 161, 163, 247, 162, 160, 419, 3].
intelligent [647]. intensive [592, 627].
tent [557]. intent-based [557]. Inter [45].
Inter-ORB [45]. Interacting [5].
interactions [336]. Interactive [206].
interfaces [474, 75]. interlocking [542].
interlockings [541]. International
[578, 395]. interoperability [338, 516].
interpretation [419, 481]. interval [417].
interval-based [417]. interworking [306].
introducing [545]. Introduction


Platitudes [99], PLC [83], point [136, 299, 47, 104], pointwise [243], policies [273, 317]. Policy [562, 624], porting [400].

POSIX [416], power [478], powerset [268]. Practical [649, 200, 467, 42, 40, 496].

practice [310, 55, 648].

Pragmatics [30], pre [414].

pre-conditions [414], precise [509, 426].

predicate [327, 385], predictive [220].

Preface [612, 401, 64, 90, 207, 20, 71, 419, 111, 100, 345, 146]. preservation [247].

preserving [321], prialt [190], price [423].

principles [194], printed [28], printf [287].

PRISM [135, 155].

Proof [562, 624, 621].

ProB [642, 291].

Probabilistic [390, 155, 604, 391, 218].

probability [549], problem [179, 368, 295, 449]. problems [376, 347].

procedure [326, 392, 182], procedures [262, 325, 281].

Process [249, 336, 645, 628, 299, 246, 559, 261, 545, 27, 516, 160].

processes [602, 575, 573, 622, 470, 284, 392, 572, 623, 149].

processor [26], processors [391].

Product [578, 404, 299, 456, 580, 457, 454, 274, 582, 301].

production [196, 11].

productivity [468], products [457], profile [213, 209, 211].

Program [89, 14, 82, 518, 492, 517, 134, 531, 488, 16, 520, 287, 481, 17, 370, 493].

Programming [37, 412, 222, 185, 62].

programs [53, 630, 123, 507, 362, 126, 637, 166, 553, 43, 486, 613, 275, 502, 220, 526, 86]. progress [216].

project [72, 463, 352].

PROMELA [45, 41, 380].

proof [398].

Proof [104, 428, 335].

proof-based [335], proofs [405, 547, 49, 482, 379]. Properties [136, 312, 84, 49, 447, 266, 247, 157, 479, 555, 591, 483, 360, 409, 601].

Property [526, 249].

Property-driven [526].

propositions [558].

PROSPER [94].

Protocol [520, 205, 93, 137, 472].

Protos2CPN [284].

prototypes [550].

protocol [224, 47, 318].

publish [162], publish/subscribe [162].

Pump [141], purpose [391, 338].

Pushdown [508].

Qi [232].

QoS [555].

qualitative [522].

quality [200, 534, 302].

quantified [448].

Quantifying [512].

Quantitative [522, 523, 615, 241, 33, 564]. quantized [509].

race [484].

races [53].

radio [503].

radiotherapy [199], railway [88, 538, 542, 541, 540].

random [430, 420].

randomisation [215].

ranking [221].

rapid [503].

rating [565].

RE [355].

RE-UWA [355].

reach [341].

reachability [172, 408, 327, 390, 325, 133, 644, 286, 328].

reachable [34].

Reactive [211, 258, 208, 525, 651, 610, 490, 121].

read [201].

Real [7, 546, 207, 383, 241, 33, 476, 635, 462, 114, 209, 474, 6, 477, 130, 360, 9, 257].


realizability [501].

reasoning [387].

recognition [466].

reconfigurable [191].

record [280].

recover [355].

Recovery [412, 650].

recursive [106].

reduce [304].

Reducing [405].

reduction [176, 322, 35, 167, 368, 571, 617, 133, 365].

reductions [93, 168].

Refactoring [305, 371, 370].

reference [562]. refined [579].

Refinement [107, 615, 382, 335, 407, 600, 510, 597, 182, 426, 593].

Refinement-based [107].

reifications [349].

registries [626].

regression [396, 563, 638].

Regular [432, 438, 436, 435, 434, 437, 433].

reinterpretation [393]. related [420].

Relating [458].

relations [158].

relaxation
usage-based [648]. use [357, 537]. user [355, 47, 5]. Using

[207, 642, 129, 265, 27, 238, 336, 499, 72, 460, 137, 260, 45, 458, 119]. valued [406].


vector [326, 69]. VeriFast [584]. Verification
[499, 54, 83, 56, 48, 263, 18, 469, 619, 621, 239, 357, 232, 529, 12, 189, 588, 383, 197, 181, 33, 229, 93, 105, 573, 462, 135, 337, 138, 620, 246, 552, 519, 521, 413, 506, 112, 297, 520,

[615, 205, 234, 541, 50, 150]. VerifyThis
[451, 400, 206]. vs [218]. VSE [51]. vulnerabilities [557].


Web-based [396, 75]. weight [67].
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